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Abstract – Drug evaluation is based on comparison. Thus, the choice of the comparator for any new treatment becomes a key issue, especially when there are great differences in medical practice and of use conditions of the comparators depending on the geographical zones and their evolution with time. The choice of the comparators must satisfy sometimes different expectations from the registration authorities and for insurance coverage. The universal comparator that allows answering all the clinical assessment questions does not exist. Placebo, when it can be used, remains a reference for the MA (marketing authorisation) application, but does not exclude the use of the reference drug available on the market and prescribed under optimal efficacy conditions. The reference treatment is sometimes a difficult choice due to the absence of validated therapeutic recommendations or if the recommendations vary depending on the countries. The expansion and international harmonization of prescription guidelines (clinical practice guidelines) would reinforce the robustness and efficiency of clinical research efforts with respect to the relevance of the comparison to reference treatments. This principle also applies to the use of a non-drug comparator when it has been recognized as the reference comparator in the treatment of the pathology in question. In as much as possible, the search for a consensus must also aim at defining in the clinical development recommendations significant thresholds for the size of evaluated effects. Optimization of the information made available after clinical trials could also be helped by the development of use of methodologies that allow assessing superiority on secondary criteria during a non-inferiority study on the main criterion. Finally, the development of early scientific consultations by the Haute Autorité de Santé (HAS, French Health Authority) would contribute to adapt phase III clinical trials better to questions concerning the assessment of the clinical added value of the medicinal products evaluated.

1. Introduction

The comparison exercise is the basis of the scientific assessment method in medicine, in particular within the framework of controlled clinical trials.[1] This experimental process is made difficult by the diversity of medicinal and non-medicinal comparators that can be applied to similar clinical situations. However, this method is essential in order to provide pertinent answers to questions of optimal treatment of patients during the clinical development of drugs. Furthermore, the information provided by the clinical trials should allow preparing MA (Marketing Authorisation) applications, [²] answering questions concerning their coverage by health funds and during the fixing of their price, [³,⁴] these regulatory steps being unavoidable prior to making the drugs available to the majority of patients who may benefit from them. [⁵]

2. Identified constraints

2.1. The absence of consensus on the method of optimal treatment of patients and target diseases (e.g. absence of medical practice consensus)

Therapeutic progress rests in particular on the results made available after several thousands of new clinical trials started each
year. Beyond the limits to extrapolate results observed in experimental situation to those attained in real life, the other difficulty encountered by clinicians is translating the results into operational data that may applied to everyday life. This difficulty is balanced by the results of the assessment of medicinal products by the competent authorities. The latter validates and makes available reference documents that have a real practical value (e.g., summary of product characteristics, opinions and summaries of opinions of the French Transparency Commission, etc.). This considerable effort on the systematic assessment and codification of usages has allowed major progress in the harmonization of practices with time.

However, professional practices remain variable for similar medical conditions. These differences may in particular be explained by the absence of valid medical practice recommendations (clinical practice guidelines) or by divergent recommendations between countries or institutions. Clinical practices that are regularly validated and updated would be more pertinent to consider when choosing a comparison group during the clinical trial of a new drug. One can thus understand the importance of the development of clinical practice guidelines, harmonized at an international or at least European level in order to optimize pivotal clinical trials.

2.2. Geographic variability of reference medical practices

A major international harmonization effort has been carried since numerous years in the drug assessment field, both by the availability of clinical development recommendations ([at a European scale via the European Medicines Agency (EMA) and Committee for Medicinal Products for human use (CHMP), or international through the International Conference on Harmonisation (ICH) process] but also by mutualization of MA application assessment resulting in an increasing homogeneity of the summary of product characteristics within the European Union. However, only the most recent drugs have been subjected to such procedures. Furthermore, in clinical practice, the clinical development recommendations as well as the therapeutic treatment recommendations are established per pathologies and not per specific proprietary medicinal products. This results in a still excessive disparity in clinical uses of drugs depending on the countries, without necessarily having a medically valid explanation (e.g., different genetic profiles requiring an appropriate mode of administration). Furthermore, some guidelines recommend different therapeutic practices depending on the country even though the target diseases have similar clinical expressions (e.g., asthma).

2.3. Variations in conditions for use of reference treatments according to the country (formulations, dosages, etc.)

Apart from the considerations developed in the previous paragraph, the choice of a single comparator during a phase III pivotal clinical trial may be complicated by different methods of use for the same drug substance depending on the countries considered such as: pharmaceutical forms (solution, slow release formulation, etc.), posologies, chronologies of administration or routes of administration. This is in particular the case of comparators for which the MA may be different from one country to another within the European Union prior to the application of the centralized procedure.

2.4. The evolution of practice with time (e.g., reference drug for which the MA is granted over the clinical development period of a drug targeting the same indication)

In areas of high clinical research activity, pace of innovation may be such that the therapeutic reference may change over the clinical development period. Thus, a comparator that was valid at the time the protocol was elaborated may become obsolete at the time the marketing authorization application dossier is filed or at the time of the application for health insurance coverage.

2.5. Multiple information to be provided to many interested parties, including international authorities, based on data from a single clinical development and a limited number of phase III studies

The information expected at the end of drugs’ clinical trials is diverse. Depending on the questions asked, the methodological choices and the constitution of the comparator groups vary, in particular:

- the use of placebo (when it can be used) is usually required by the competent authorities to evaluate a marketing authorization application;
- the use of a reference treatment (medicinal or not) is required for the assessment of the relative benefits and risks concerning the new treatment evaluated and as such will be strongly recommended for a MA application and as support for an application for coverage by health insurance organizations;
- other methodologies or specific analyses may be necessary in order to satisfy the efficiency assessment requirements (cost-effectiveness) or the budgetary impact (budget impact analysis).
The extension of all these assessment requirements with the necessary adjustments to the local contexts leads to a number of clinical trials which is often important. On the contrary, methodological rigor should lead to include a maximum of patients in a minimum of clinical trials in order to maximize the power and furthermore the efficiency of the clinical development.

3. Proposals for recommendation

3.1. Comparison remains the basis of any evaluation

Clinical trials versus placebo and/or active comparators are necessary, except in certain rare pathologies. In the latter case of historical comparisons are possible if justified and sufficiently referenced. The absence of a control group may be accepted if the methodology allows demonstrating an expected and adequately justified major clinical effect (in particular in terms of survival or on other objective and clinically relevant efficacy criteria such as relapse-free survival or recovery).

3.2. The use of a non-drug comparator may, or even must, be applied as soon as such a comparator exists and is recognized as a reference by the relevant guidelines

This type of comparison does not dispense from an evaluation versus placebo of the study drug (except for ethical limits). During the use of a non-drug comparator, the robustness of the results may be affected by the difficulties in performing a double blind under adequate conditions. Furthermore, the infrastructures required for the administration of two types of treatment may vary widely and result in problems in the extrapolation of results from one study to the general population. Nonetheless, this type of comparison may be of interest in the elaboration of therapeutic strategies or to support public health decisions (e.g. appendectomy versus antibiotic therapy).[17]

3.3. The universal comparator that allows answering all the clinical assessment questions does not exist

Therefore, its choice will be best determined by the target objectives (pharmacological, therapeutic, economic, health policy) but also by the evaluation time (pre- or post- MA), the context (in particular medical or cultural), comparison method, conditions of use of the comparator, type of benefit evaluated or epidemiological context (age of populations, chronic diseases).

3.4. For the MA, comparison versus placebo remains essential (when possible without loss of opportunity for the patient)

On the other hand, the use of an active reference comparator is even more desirable when the therapeutic class to which the study drug belongs is extensive.

The need of a study versus active comparator is proportional to the age of the class, and in a class with several representatives, a newcomer should ideally be compared to the previous most effective product in the target indication. Within the framework of the MA, comparison with products with the same mechanism of action will be sought.

3.5. In terms of ASMR – means “amélioration du service médical rendu” – [clinical added value] assessment; the quantification of the effect can only be carried out in comparison with the current reference drug treatment, or in its absence with respect to the current therapeutic strategy

The comparator is to be chosen as a function of clinical practice guidelines (see below), which highlights the importance of international, or European at least, harmonization of professional practice recommendations. The conditions of use (posology, duration, etc.) of the comparator must be those that allow the maximum expression of its efficacy within the framework of the guideline (MA, etc.)

3.6. The use of available guidelines is essential for the choice of the comparator

The choices as a function of existing guidelines are described in figure 1.

3.7. The implementation of methodologies that allow demonstrating a superiority on secondary criteria in a non-inferiority study on the main criterion would be desirable

In a study comparing two active products a non-inferiority may be observed in terms of efficacy on the main criterion and a superiority on other measured criteria (e.g. clinical safety, quality of life). The use of this type of methodology requires that the secondary criteria must be clearly pre-defined in the protocol and cannot be chosen later according to the results obtained.
3.8. Development at the level of the HAS (French Health Authority) of early end of phase II consultations, comparable to scientific advice provided by the EMA and the Afssaps (French Health Products Safety), to provide the opportunity to better adapt phase III development plans.

A part from a presentation of the development plan envisaged, the choice of comparators, administration modes (posologies, dose increase rate, etc.), size of effect expected, target populations and study extrapolation conditions could also be discussed. The implementation of such early consultations (without commitment from the authorities for future opinions according to trials’ results) seems even more necessary as they are already common practice among several Health Technology Assessment institutions, in particular the National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence[18] (NICE) and the Canadian Agency for Drugs and Technology in Health (CADTH).[19]

3.9. Considering, at a national and/or European level, the choice of the comparator in the analysis of the specific relationships between the size of effect observed and the expected clinical benefit.

The drafting of international recommendations applicable to clinical development, in particular via the ICH process, or at the European level [European Medicines Agency Efficacy Working Party (EMA EWP) guidelines] has contributed to the harmonization of drug clinical development methodology and to increase the robustness of the results observed. As a continuation of this effort and in order to reinforce the pertinence of these results and the efficiency of means employed for this evaluation, it would be advisable to enrich these recommendations with information concerning the choice of comparators and the minimum size of effects that allow confirming a relevant clinical benefit.
4. Conclusion

The choice of comparators during the clinical evaluation of medicinal products remains difficult given that as a general rule the comparative data obtained from phase III studies do not always answer the multiple questions. In this context, a comparison with placebo remains a compulsory step (apart from appropriate justification). A direct comparison with an active product, if available, remains the only robust method to demonstrate the clinical added value of a new evaluated drug. The choice of active comparators, whether medicinal or non-medicinal, is based on the careful use of validated guidelines. The development procedure and the choice of comparators are described in figure 2. The use of appropriate statistical methodology combining the demonstration of non-inferiority on a criterion (for example efficacy) and superiority on another (for example safety and quality of life) would allow obtaining more information from the comparative studies performed in this manner. Finally, exchanges at the end of phase II with the competent authorities would allow a better anticipation of their expectations and thus improve the phase III development plans.
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